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feldversuche.at

MO ST VI ERT EL

F I E L D

People in Mostviertel want to learn, and are harnessing the potential of a whole region to slake their thirst
for knowledge. The “Mostviertler Feldversuche” – literally “field trials” – are a chance to witness culinary experiments
and experience unexpected flavours from top-class chefs at unusual locations and with local ingredients.
Chef Theresia Palmetzhofer, the holder of two Gault-Millau toques, celebrated the world of experimentation outside in the pear orchard at
Destillerie Farthofer distillery in September with malt bread and handmade raw milk butter, pear leaves stuffed with emmer wheat, raw marinated trout
with Pichlbirne pears and trout caviare, crayfish soup with lemon basil, char grilled on a pear wood skewer and, to finish, malt ice cream with
white chocolate mousse and damsons. More than one aspect of this meal was unique: all dishes were expertly prepared in a “field kitchen” without electricity,
and the scenery on a beautiful late summer’s day was simply a dream. We can look forward to more “field trials” this year and in 2020.

Photos: © Mostviertel Tourismus / www.weinfranz.at
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borderline amazing eating and drinking experiences in
Austria, Italy and Germany – with concepts that could not
be more different.

Photos: Food photography courtesy of Spica / Interior photography Nathalie Krag
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spicarestaurant.com

M I L AN
P ORTA VE N E Z IA

I N T E R N AT I ON A L
C U I S I N E
International flair, exploration and conviviality: these are the ingredients that give the new restaurant “Spica” in the heart of Milan’s
Porta Venezia district its distinctive flavour. The two star chefs, the Indian Ritu Dalmia and the Italian Viviana Varese, share a
passion for international cuisine and for travel. That is why Spica offers guests a culinary journey through four geographical areas –
Southeast Asia, the Indian subcontinent, Europe and America – with nothing but unexpected gourmet delights along the way.
That journey is also reflected in interior design by architects Tiziano Vudafieri and Claudio Saverino. They have created
a space with an unusual mix of Asian touches and a homage to the masters of 20th century Milanese design. The result is a
colourful restaurant that captures the vibrant atmosphere of Porta Venezia and a young and dynamic clientèle.
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einstein-udl.com

BERL I N

E A S T

“Einstein unter den Linden” in Berlin is usually famous for Backhendl Viennese chicken with Erdäpfelsalat (potato salad), Wiener Saftgulasch goulash,
marinated Tafelspitz prime boiled beef with pumpkin seed oil, or apple strudel – in other words typical Austrian cuisine. The management team at
GRILL ROYAL that took over the establishment in early 2016 does not want to change that. To mark the anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, however,
a special set menu will be served on the evenings of 4 to 10 November. It is a culinary celebration of the reunification of East and West Germany.
The meal starts with spicy and sour solyanka, a soup that is part of eastern European cuisine. Diners can then feast on Falscher Hase meat loaf and for
dessert Frankfurter Kranz on kalter Hund, a symbolic meeting of East and West. Kalter Hund – literally: cold dog – is a chocolate no-bake sweet
reminiscent of children’s birthday parties. The reunification menu is accompanied by a Pinot blanc from the Thuringian vineyard Zahn, the red cuvée
“Heimat” from the Josten & Klein vineyard in Central Rhineland and a walnut schapps from the speciality Meissen distillery Prinz zur Lippe.

Photos: Jule Müller / Robert Rieger
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